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Formulas are derived for conve rting the rela tive en thalpy , heat capaci ty , entropy, and Gibbs 
energy from the basis of one prac ti ca l te mperature scale to the basis of anothe r, when these properties 
on ei the r scale have been derived from calorimetric measurements of enthalpy as though that sca le 
were the thermodynamic one. These formulas are directly applicable for converting certain other 
propert ies as well. The conversion relates the values of the prope rty at the same numerical tempera
ture on both sca les. The formulas, given as exac t infinite se ries, are applicable to widely differing 
scales, one of which may vary linearly with a temperature-measuring quantity such as electrical 
resistance. However, great simplification is well within most calorimetric accuracy when the conver
sion is from the Inte rnational Practical Temperature Scal e of 1948 to the corresponding scale of 1968, 
which has recently rep laced it , provided the heat capacity is not changing abnormally rapidly, as in 
a transition region. For convenient application to con version between these two scales, relatively 
simple numerical equations are derived giving the differences between the two scales at temperatures 
from 90 K to 10,000 K. The problem of avoiding the introduction of discontinuities with te mperature 
in converted tabl es , arising from the existing discontinuities in the temperature de riva tive of the 
differences between the two scales, is discussed. 

Key words: Existing property tables; IPTS- 48; IPTS-68; practical-scale diffe re nces ; temperature· 
sca le convers ion; the rmodynamic properties. 

1. Introduction 

The International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968 ("IPTS- 68") was adopted in 1968 
[1] 1 as a replacement for the corresponding scale of 1948 (amended edition of 1960) ("IPTS-48"). 
The IPTS-68 serves the same general purposes as the IPTS-48, but better: its specification is 
more consistent with current experimental capabilities for reproducing te mperature, it more 
closely approximates the thermodynamic teloperature scale, and it extends the temperature range 
downward (from approximately 90 K in the IPTS- 48 to approximately 14 K in the IPTS-68). 

The great preponderance of quantItative macroscopic properties of matter vary appreciably 
with temperature. As a consequence, it will be of interest and concern as to the extent to which 
numerous existing values of these properties, expressed in reference to temperatures on the 
IPTS-48 or an earlier scale, would change if referred to temperatures on the IPTS-68. In the case 
of the most accurate values it will be desirable to make the actual conversion - for the sake of 
future consistency, for facilitating direct comparison with future values expressed in reference 
to the IPTS- 68, and for better thermodynamic accuracy when this is significant. In what will 
undoubtedly be the more common case of less accurate values, one will want to know the magni
tudes of the errors neglected if such a conversion is not made. Incidentally, tables of thermody
namic properties of ideal gases derived statistical-mechanically from molecular-constant data 

I Figures in brac ke ts indica te the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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are based on the thermodynamic temperature scale (as well as on the values of the physical con
stants used), and are hence independent of any practical temperature scale. 

This article is limited to a consideration of the more common thermodynamic properties de
rived from calorimetric data-enthalpy, heat capacity, entropy, and Gibbs (free) energy-with 
particular attention to the substitution of the IPTS-68 for the IPTS-48 as a temperature basis. 
The differences between these two scales (listed numerically in table 4 of this article) are not so 
large but that very simple procedures which have been previously used ,2 and which are virtually 
self-evident, are adequate within the accuracy of most existing calorimetric data. However, it 
seems worthwhile to outline systematically the rigorous conversion procedures , which may be 
required not only in regions of sharp transitions but also in those cases where the correction 
terms are large, as when one is converting from an arbitrary temperature scale such as one related 
very simply (for convenience) to thermometer resistance, thermocouple electromotive force, or 
radiative brightness. 

In section 2, conversion formulas ~exact as infinite series) are derived for converting the 
thermodynamic properties named above to the basis of a new temperature scale, in terms of the 
difference between the two scales as a continuous function of temperature. The thermodynamic 
propprties are assumed to be based on experimental measurements of enthalpy increments that 
span the entire temperature range of interest. Thus the correction to be applied to an enthalpy 
increment involves merely associating it with different boundary temperatures, but the correc
tions to the properties derived from the enthalpy (heat capacity, entropy, etc.) involve in addition 
what is essentially a repetition of the differentiation or integration as if the new temperature 
scale, not the old, corresponds to true thermodynamic temperatures. The formulas derived convert 
the properties at a given temperature on the old scale to those at the same numerical value of 
temperature on the new scale, thus preserving the "round" temperature values of most tables. 
When, instead, it is desired to make conversion to a fixed-point temperature whose values are 
different on the two scales, the additional step simply involves the variation of the given property 
with temperature on one of the scales, and can be readily carried out by standard thermodynamic 
procedures. 

Some non-calorimetric properties may be converted to the basis of the new temperature scale 
using the same formulas derived in this article. For example, if the linear coefficient of thermal 
expansion is defined as (111) (dll dt), then this coefficient or In l can replace C p or H, respectively. 

In section 2.5 it is shown what modifications are needed when extrapolation of calorimetric 
data to 0 K has been effected by such means as the well-known "TJ" law. Simple approximate 
correction formulas, obtained by dropping all terms of the exact infinite series that are of no 
practical value when the conversion is from the IPTS-48 to the IPTS-68 and outside sharp
transition regions, are given in section 2.6. 

In section 3, a numerical equation giving the difference between the IPTS-68 and the IPTS-48 
(T6S- T48 , or t68-t48) as a function of temperature is derived for each of the four temperature 
ranges above the oxygen boiling point (approximately 90 K) that are defined separately by the 
IPTS- 68. Values of T68-T48 and its first temperature derivative, calculated from these equations, 
are tabulated up to 10,000 K in section 3.6, for use in the formulas of section 2; the values of 
T6S- T4S (= t oS-t4S) agree perfectly with a recently published tabulation [1]. Though the IPTS- 68 
is defined from 13.81 to 90.188 K, the IPTS-48 was not, so the two scales cannot be compared in 
this temperature range. (Tentative differences in this range between the IPTS-68 and each of 
four "national" scales are being published, but it is stated that these differences may undergo 
changes of up to several millikelvins when the national scales are finally compared accurately to 
the IPTS- 68 [3].) 

The first temperature derivative of T68-T48 is con tinuous at the ice point (0 °C), but has sharp 
discontinuities at the "antimony" and gold points (approximately 631 and 1064 0c) which will 

2 E.g. , several years ago the author derived corrections to con ve rt the thermodynam ic properties of mercury from the basis of practical temperature scales to 

what was at that time regarded as the best available approximation to the scale of thermodynamic temperatures [2]. 
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introduce corres ponding small discontinuities at these temperatures into a heat capacity-tempera
ture fun c tion that has previously been smoothed. This problem is discussed in section 3.5. where 
s uggested "smoothing" equations to eliminate these di sco ntinuities are derived. 

2. Derivation of General Conversion Formulas 

2.1. Enthalpy (H) 

The conversion formula derived in thi s section for e nthalpy (and those derived in sections 
2.2- 2.6 for other properties as well) are for clarity expressed specifically in terms of conversion 
from the IPTS-48 to the IPTS- 68. Because these formulas (in sections 2.1-2.5) are exact, any 
other pair of continuous temperature scales may be used in s tead. For example, one of these scales 
might be defined as some linear fun ction of th erm ome ter resis tan ce or therm ocouple electromotive 
force. 

The formulation is given in terms of what is now called the Inte rnational Practical Kelvin 
(absolute) temperature (T), which is numerically grea ter than th e International Practi cal Celsius 

>- te mperature (t) by 273.15. This constant was adopted for the IPTS-68 [1], and for th e IPTS- 48 
in 1954. (Between 1948 and 1954 thi s cons tant was not officially defin ed , but was usually take n 
as 273.16.) Thus we shall always use 

(1) 
and 

T4 8 = t 4 8 + 273.15, (2) 

d esignating the value of the tempe rature on either IPTS as Kelvin or Celsius interchangeably as 
may prove conve nient. 

W e shall often find it convenient to refer specifically to a pair of temperatures 3 (referred to 
as temperatures 1 and 2 and symbolized by single prime and double prime, respectively), and 
consid er the case of co nve rtin g th e en thalpy (or any other property) from its value on the basis of 
the IPTS- 48 at te mpe rature 1 to its value on the basis of the IPTS- 68 at te mperature 2. As stated 

> in the introdu ction (sec. 1), these two temperatures will be related to each other such that nume rically 

(3) 

Since such thermodynamic properties as enthalpy cannot be assigned absolute values and there
fore are usually expressed numerically as the magnitude in excess of the enthalpy at a reference 
temperature , it will be convenient to use the symbol H to represent this relative enthalpy. Because 
it simplifies the treatment, the reference temperature is to be restricted to one having the same 
value on both temperature scales (e.g., 273.16 K, but not 298.15 K). The situation under discus
sion may be clarified somewhat by reference to figures 1 and 2, whic h are schematic and are not 
to be taken as implying a given sign or magnitude of (T~H - TlH) or (T;;8 - T~H ) . 

The relative enthalpy will be assumed to be given by heat measurements at constant pres
sure, but it will be conve nie nt to omit the indication of the constancy of pressure from derivatives 
of enthalpy. The lack of both a single and a double prime will imply a temperature unspecified in 
r elation to te mperatures 1 and 2. For convenience we shall abbreviate according to the further 
d efinition s : 

Q,8 == dH IdT68 ; (4) 

(5) 

11-[= I1-(T68 )] == TSH-T48 at a given temperature. (6) 

3 Subsequent li se of the word " tempe rature" instead of " temperature va lue" is restri c ted to me an " hoi ness. " 
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FIGURE 1. Schematic example i,llustrati~g the relation ofT4s and 
T68 to hotness. 

(T.he thermod yn.amic or any othe r tempe rature scale whose temperature values 
continually increase with increasing " hotness" may be used as a quantitative measur 
of " hotness. It) 
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H" -----------ll---- - -----

T68 -

f IGURE 2. Schematic example illustrating the conventions used in 
converting relative enthalpy (H) from the basis of one temperature 
scale (e.g., T48) to that of another scale (e.g., T oH). 

H ' (at n il ) IS converted 10 H " (at 1 ·;'~ ). 

In more specific form for future reference, eq (6) can of course be written 

(7) 

or 

(8) 

From eq (3) and (8), 
(9) 

From eq (6), 

(10) 

and therefore 

1 
(11) 

The Taylor expansion of H (T48 ) about Hils [remembering eq (5)] 

(12) 

S~bstituting H" for H and T~8 for T48 in eq (12), then replacing (T~8 - T~8) from eq (9), gives the 
desired enthalpy correction oH, 
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(13) 

Equation (13) is in a convenient form: H and its derivatives with respect to T4S are presumed 
1 known (or evaluable) at the round valu e of te mperature T4~= T~~, whereas j.t is assumed to be 

known as a function of T,;~ and so can readily be evaluated at the temperature where T6~ = T/:~ 

(= T~H), also a round value of te mperature. 

'. 
/ 

Equation (13) is exact (as an infinite series). However , of the rhs (right·hand side), only the 
first term is, usually , not negli gible in prac ti ce (see sec. 2.6). 

Reverting temporarily to the us ual definiti on of th e sy mbol H as re prese nting absolute en thalpy 
at so me one temperature, let us exemplify e nthalpy relative to th at at a temperature where 
j.t ¥= 0 by H - H 2BH. 15. Obviously a(H - H 2BH . 15 ) == a(H - He) - a(H2BH. 15 - He) . Eac h of the two terms 
of th e right-hand side be eva lu ated se parately from eq (13) with reference to a te mpera ture c 
(say, 0 K) wh ere j.t = o. 

2.2 Heat Capacity (CJ!) 

T he Taylor expan sion of heat· capacity as a fun ction of ~~ about (C'W), l S [after replacin g 
C?>8 by (C?>8)", T4H by r;~, and the n m~ - T:H ) from eq (9)] 

(14) 

From eq (4), (5), and (11), 

(15) 

Substituting for (Cill)" from eq (15) into eq (14) a nd th en solving for (Cy,~) // - (C1,B) I gives th e des ired 
heat-capacity correction aCI', 

aCe = (Cy,8)" - (C1,8) I = - (~)// (OB) '+ [1 - (~)//J [_ j.t//(dC],R) I +! (j.t//) 2 (d2~1)8) I -. • .J. 
dT68 dT6H dT4H 2 dn8 

(16) 

Equation (16) is exac t (as an infinite seri es) . In practi ce, I d~H I ~ 1, so th at th e factor [1 - (d~8 rJ 
may be re placed by 1 (approximate). 

2.3 . Absolute "Third-Law" Entropy (5) 

We wish to find the equivalent of (51;8)" - (5 4B ) I, each term of which is taken to represent 
entropy rela tive to th at at 0 K (a bsolute entropy if the Third Law of Thermodynamics holds) and is 
e valuated from the e nthalpy data at its res pec tive indicated temperature value on the ass umption 
that the res pec tive indi cated IPTS represents the thermodynamic te mperature . 

Since both (5 6B )// and (5 4 8 ) I involve integration down to 0 K, it is conve nient to formulate 
them separately, the n take the difference . Consider dS 6 H and dS 48 over a defi nite infinitesimal 
temperature range, dH bein g a fixed experimentally determined quantity. The n 

d5 68 =~H 
To 8 

(17) 

and 

d5 48= dH. 
T48 

(18) 
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Replacing dH from eq (5) and To H from eq (6), eq (17) becomes 

(19) 

Integrati ng eq (19), 

(20) 

Similarly using eq (5), the integration of eq (18) gives 

(21) 

Subtracting eq (21) from eq (20), 

(22) 

(568)" - (5 4H)' is the desired correction (== 05) , but it remains (a) to formulate p.-(T4H) from 
the presumably known p.-(T68) for use in eq (22), and (b) to substitute for (5 68 )" - (56~' in terms 
of known quantities , remembering that 5 48 and its derivatives with respect to T48 are known at 
T 4 H= T~ H' whereas p.- and its derivatives with respect to ToH are known at T6S= T~8, numerically 
the sa me value of temperature. 

Expandin g p.-(T48) about p.-" , then setting p.- = p.- ', 

Substituting from eq (9), eq (23) gives 

, = ,,[ 1 + (~)" ] + ! ( If) 2 ( d 2 p.- )" + 
p.- p.- dT 48 2 p.- dH 8 

Using eq (11) , we can write 
dp.-

dp.- _ dp.- dTo8 _ dT6H 
dT48 = dT68 dT48 - 1- dp.

dT68 

Differentiating eq (25) with respect to T48 gives 

d 2 p.-
d2 p.- _ dnH 

( dp.- ) 3 • 1--
dT68 

dT~8 

Substituting from eq (25) and (26) for the derivatives in eq (24) gives 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 
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We are assuming J1- to be available in the form J1-(T6 ~ )' Consider any given value of T4 ~ in the 
in tegrand of eq (22); if we temporarily call it T~ ~ (not to be confused with the T~~ which form s the 
uppe r limit of integration), then th e J1- to be associated with it is , of course, J1- at T 4 ~ = T~~, or J1- ' . 
Thi s J1-' can be obtained from eq (27), sin ce, in view of eq (3), the corresponding J1-" is J1- at 
T HH = r;;~ = T~ ~ . Hence the J1- to use in the integrand of eq (22) is J1-' of eq (27), where J1-" and its 
d e rivatives with respect to T(i ~ are evaluated , with T(iH the n replaced by T4~. Expressed more 
concisely , where 1jJ des ignates a definite function de fin ed by the rhs of eq (27): 

J1- '= 1jJ(T~H); ) ' 

J1- (T4H ) = "'(T4 ~) . 

(28) 

Although eq (27) as an infinite seri es is exac t, in practice 1 d'!f:H 1 ~ 1, J1-1 :;~ 1 ~ 1, e tc. , so that 

J1- ' = J1- ". (29) 

Turnin g to the formulation Of (5 6 8 )" - (5 68)' [n eeded in usin g eq (22)], le t us expand 5 68 (T4H) 
about (5£iS)'. The n s uccess ively re plac in g 5 6H by (5 6H)", T 4H by T~H' a nd T~H - T~ 8 from eq (9) , 
we ge t 

( d5£iH ) ' 1 (d"5 68 )' (568)" - (568 ) , = - J1- " - + - (J1-") 2 -?- -

dT4H 2 dT4 ~ 
(30) 

From eq (19) 
d5!i S Cps 
dT48 T 48 + J1- ' 

(31) 

and differentiating eq (31), 

(32) 

From eq (25), 

(33) 

I 
j Equation s (31)-(33) convert eq (30) into 

(34) 

Finally, s ubstituting for (5£i8) "- (5 6 H) , into eq (22) from eq (34) gives the desired entropy correc
tion 85 , 

J1-" (C1,H) , ! 1 + tJ1-" 1 
T~8+ J1-' [T~8+ J1-'][ l-(d~J'] 

t(J1-") 2 (dC1})' 
+ T' + 'dT + .. , , 48 J1- 48 

(35) 

where, if eq (29) 'is not a sufficiently good approximation, J1-(T48) in the integrand can be evaluated 

as J1- ' from eq (27) [in view of eq (28)], and where J1-' and CL~J ' can also be found from eq (27). 
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The contribution of any first-order process (such as a heat of transition , fusion, or vaporization) 
to C~8dT4 8 in eq (35) is indeterminate, and must be replaced by dH , whose integral is the heat of 
that process . 

Equation (35) as an infinite series is exact, but it does assnme calorimetri c evaluation of 
C1,8(T48 ) all the way down to 0 K. Whe n this iI':'~!H:-'jJtion is invalid , see section 2.5. 

2.4. Other Thermodynamic Functions 

The oth er thermodynamic functions commonly used in chemical thermodynamics can be 
readily converted from the basis of one te mperature scale to that of another using the corrections 
found above (sees . 2.1 and 2.3) for the enthalpy, H , and the absolute entropy, 5 . For example, 
consider the enthalpy function HIT, more explicitly written (HT-Ho) IT wh en H is unders tood 
to represent the enthalpy at te mperature T relative to the e nthalpy at absolute zero. Using eq (3) 
and our previous notation , the correction 8(HIT) is given by 

8 - --------( H) _ H" H ' _ H"- H ' 
T T~ 8 T~8 T~8 

(36) 

or s imply the correction to the enthalpy, divided by the value of the Kelvin temperature. The 
correction 8C to the Gibbs energy is given by 

8C = (C';S) " - (C48) '= [H " - r;;8(5 68 ) "] - [H' - T~H (5 48 ) ' ] = H" - H ' - T~8 [(5 68 )" - (5 4 8 ) ' ], 

(37) 

where Hand C are both understood to be relative to the e nthalpy H at some one temperature 
which has the same value on both te mperature scales . The correction 8(- CIT) to the " free-energy 
function" - (C T - Ho) IT , when the latter is abbreviated to - CIT, is analogous to eq (36): 

(38) 

where - [( C68)" - (C4H) ' ] is given by eq (37) . 

2.5. Modifications of Conversion Procedure when Significant Extrapolation to 0 K was Made Using 

a Theoretical Relation 

In evaluating thermodynamic fun ctions based on 0 K , the heat capacity is measured to as 
Iowa temperature as practi cal and then extrapolation to 0 K is carried out on some more or less 
s im ple theoretical basis. The following treatm ent of the conver sion to the basis of a new tempera
ture scale will be exe mplified by the use of the simple "P" law. If the extrapolation has been from 
such a low te mperature that the heat capacity at all lower temperatures is very small, the modifica
tions are of little importance. However, a great many heat-capacity investigations have involved 
experimental measurements only down to the triple point of nitrogen (or oxygen), and it is desirable 
to know whether the required modjfications are significant in preserving a given degree of accuracy. 

The " T3" law gives for the fundamental thermodynamic properties 

(39) 

(40) 

. fT (C"h 1 1 
5 r = --dT=-cP =- (C"h 

. fJ T 3 3 
(41) 
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whe re the con stant c is dependent on the s ubstance involved. Equation (41) as written assumes 
th e validity of th e Third Law of Th e rmodynami cs in th e case in question. 

According to th e De bye theory the con s ta nt c is give n by 

12 
c = - 1T4R/e~ 

.5 
(42) 

per gram-atom. whe re (J /I is th e Debye cha rac te ri s ti c te mpe rature. However. c is rare ly evalu ated 

from eq (42) independentl y of the heat-capacity da ta , because the " TJ" law expressed by eq (39) 
and (42) is only approximate : for a ny gi,ve n s ubstance th e va lu e of e/l depends on th e prope rty from 
which it is de rive d. It a lso varies with te mpe ra ture when de rived from a give n property such as 
hea t capacit y. and the "P" law may " fa il " well be lo w th e hi ghes t te mperature at which it is 
desired to apply eq (39). 

Let us use the Tin eq (39)-(41) to represe nt th e te mpe rature on any sca le assumed to be the 
thermodynamic one. In what fo llows it wi ll be assumed that extrapo la ti on to 0 K us in g the " T3" 

law was from a temperature a which is T7H on the IPTS-48 a nd T:!H on the IPTS-68, that meas ure· 
me nt s of e nth alpy giving heat capac it y are available at the te mpe ra tures a bove te mpe rature a, 
and that a temperature b (w he re T.I H= T~H and T';H=TRH) is s uc h th a t TRH=T~H [a nalogo us to e q 
(3)]. As befo re, it is desired to find the co rrec tion converting a thermodynamic property on the 

bas is of IPTS-48 a nd a t T4H= T~ H to th e basis o f IPTS-68 and at THH = T;;H= T~ H' where T~H ~ T7H 
and T;:H ~ T,?H' Th e tempe ra ture ranges of int e rest a re represent ed by these variuus sy mbols in the 
sche matic diagram of fi gure 3. It will be assumed th a t c is ass igned values such that the heat 
capacit y g ive n by e q (39) agrees with t he experim e ntal value of (C1.s) a if IPTS-48 is the bas is~ 

and with th a t of (C7,8)b if IPTS-68 is the basis. 

T48 --

0 T~e r28 T~8 " T48 
I I I i I 

I 
, I I 
i I I 

I I I I 
I 

TE :MPER~TURE -
I 

I 
I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 

0 T608 T~8 ('T~8 1 T"; T~~ ('T4 ~ 1 

T68 --

FWIJRE 3. Temperature ranges of interest when extrapolation to 0 K was 
made using a theoretical relation (schematic). 

A s before, the des ired co rrection to the e nthalpy (this time specified to be relative to th a t at 
o K) is H" - H', which can be found as the s um of the corrections to the enthalpy in cre me nt above 
T~H( or T1H) and the correc tion to the en thalpy incre me nt below thi s temperature: 

oH = H"-H' ;;; [ (H" - H') - (Hb_H")] + [H tJ- H" ]. (43) 

The two p a re nthes ized te rm s of eq (43) are separately calculable from eq (13), using the heat
capacity data on the IPTS-48 and /-t(ToH ). The second bracketed term in eq (43) is, from eq (40) , 

(44) 

since Tl1H= T1H ' [(C9,B)b- (q,B)" ] IS de rivable from e q (16) after rep lacing te mpe ratures 1 and 2 

by a and b respectively. 
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There is no modification to tht hear capacity correction [( q,8) If -( C?>H) '] given by eq (16) 

(T~H ~ T~H and T~H ~ T~H)' since the heat capacity in the experimental range is assumed.to depend 
on temperature on ly in the manner observed experimentally. 

As before, the desired correction to the entropy (taken as zero at 0 K because the Third Law 
of Thermodynami cs is assumed) is (568 ) If - (5 48 )', and 

85 = (5 68 ) If _ (548) , == [(568) If _ (568) b] 

- [(5 48 ) '- (5 48 )a] + [(5 68 )b- (5 48 )a]. 

From eq (9) (with subscripts changed correspondingly) , 

(45) 

(46) 

If eq (20) is modified by replacing the lower limit of integration by TJH, given by eq (46), it becomes 

(47) 

where (568 )" - (568)' is given, as before, by eq (34). Similarly, modifying the lower integration 
limit to T~H' eq (21) becomes 

(48) 

From eq (41), 

(49) 

where [C7,8) b_ (Cj,8)a] can be found from eq (16) for the two temperatures involved. The sub· 

stitution from eq (47)-(49) into the last member of eq (45) then gives the desired entropy correction. 

2.6. Approximate Conversion Formulas 

Instead of using eq (13), (16), and (35) (or those in sec. 2.5) the enthalpy, heat capacity, and 
en tropy may be corrected by the much simpler but approximate formulas below with sufficient 
accuracy for most purposes-even for the most accurate data except in the case of sharp transi· 
tions, and except possibly at very low temperatures. It should be realized, however, that the 
approximate formulas of this section may not be sufficiently accurate when applied to two tern· 
perature scales differing more widely from each other than the IPTS-48 and IPTS-68; in such 
cases, additional terms of the exact equations of the preceding sections are needed. Incidentally, 
it is well to point out that when the enthalpy data are sufficiently precise to justify the higher· 
order correction terms containing temperature derivatives of the heat capacity, it will often be 
simpler in stead to repeat the treatment of the original unsmoothed data after replacing the boundary 
temperatures of each enthalpy increment in terms of the new temperature scale. 

We define 

(50) 

(X == Cp , or H or 5 relative to that at a temperature where f.L= O. The superscript "68" or "48" 
indicates the temperature scale with respect to which the given value of X was determined.) 

(51) 

All properties are those at To, the nominal value of TliH where the corrected property is desired, 
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unless otherwise stated. The property values in the rhs of each equation below are as de te rmined 
on the IPTS-48 , and either dT4H or dTHH ca n be used for dT [dropping the last term of eq (l0)). 

From eq (13), the only term of importan ce, us ually , is the first, so 

(52) 

From eq (52), 

(53) 

Considering the correc tion to the absolute e ntropy, we can first write [us ing eq (53)) : 

.!i (85) = 8( dS) = 8( C' ) = 8C I' = _ f:!:. dC I' _ C I' dJ1-
dT dT T T T dT T dT ' (54) 

But 

.!i (-1 T J1-CI,dT _J1-CI' ) == _ f:!:. dCI' _ CI' dl-t 
dT I) T2 T T dT T dT' (55) 

Since the last mem be rs of eq (54) and (55) are ide nti cal , we can write 

8s=-fT J1-C/'dT _J1-C I, 
I) T2 T ' (56) 

of which the second me mbe r approximates the only important terms in eq (35). 
The last me mbe r of eq (53) represents the only two terms of eq (16) that are usually of im· 

po rtan ce; and of these two terms, the firs t is probably nearly always the much more important 
(except, of course, when dl-t /dT IS accidentally very close to zero). According to thi s te rm , the 
relative (fractional) correc tion to the heat capacity is approximately equal in magnitude to dJ1-ldT. 
According: to table 4, thi s does not exceed 0.3 pe rce nt below 3000 K. The re lative correc tion to 
the absolute e ntropy [eq (56) ] tends to be considerably s maller , owing to partial cancellation within 
the integ ral and to the magnified weighting by t he factor I/T2 of low tempe ratures where the 
differe nces betwee n the IPTS-48 and the IPTS-68 are re latively small. 

The corresponding equations that are acc urate to the same approximation when the " TJ " 
law is used below absolute te mperature T, with the " TJ" and experimental heat capacities re quired 
to agree at thi s temperature , are eas ily found from sec tion 2.5. Thus, where 8R and 85 in the rh s 
are given by eq (52) and (56) respectively: 

(57) 

8C I, is g:iven by eq (53); (58) 

(59) 

3. The Numerical Differences Between the International Practical Temperature 
Scales of 1948 and 1968 

The te mpe rature ranges separately defined by the two scales are trea ted individu ally in 
sections 3.1-3.4 (headed by the respective temperature ranges expressed on the IPTS-68), and 
eq:Jation s are derived giving numerically the differences J1-( == T1;H- T.1H=t l; H-t4 H) between the 
IPTS-68 a nd the IPTS-48 in these respective ranges, with s uffic ient accuracy for mos t practical 
purposes. 
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3. 1. 90.188 to 273.15 K (-182.962 to 0 0C) 

The realization of both scales is specified to be by the resistance of a suitable platinum ther
mometer over the e ntire temperature range from approximately 90 to 904 K (-183 to 631 °C) . Since 
both scales are so de fined as to preserve the highest practical continuity over thi s whole tempera
ture range, their specifi cations below the ice point depend on those above the ice point. Therefore 
it will be necessa ry to consider together the definitions of the two scales in these two regions of 
te mpera ture. 

Using W to re present the ratio of the measured resistance of a partic ular thermometer at 
so me te mperature to its resistance at 0 °C,4 the specified functions m<ry be written: 

IPTS-48 (t~H, -182.97 to 0 °C) (Callendar-van Dusen equation) [4]: 

(60) 

IPTS-68 (t';H, -182.962 to O°C) [J]: 

(61)5 

IPTS-48 (t~H, 0 to 630.5 °C) (Callendar equation) [4]: 

(62) 

IPTS- 68 (t,;x, 0 to 6.'10.74 °C) [1]: 

1 ( t ' ) ( I ' ) t' = - (W - I ) + 868 -- -- - 1 . 
0' 100 100 

(63) 

which when rearranged is 

(63a) 

where I ' is defined (as a monotoni c function) by the equation 

I ';H = t ' + 0.045 -- --- 1 ---- 1 ( t ' ) ( t ' ) (t' ) ( t ' 
100 100 4] 9 . .58 630.74 

(64) 

The function s W( I .IH) and W(t,;x) differ somewhat from one thermometer to another. and th e CO Il-

T ABLE I. Fixed points used/or calibration 0/ platinum resistance thermometers using eq (60)-(64) 

Temperature value 
Fixed puint 

IPTS-48 [4, 51 IPTS-68 [11 

Norma l boil ing point of oxygen .. . . . . .. ..... ...... .... . ..... ... . . . . ........ . . ...... ... . 

Tripl e point uf water .... . ........ . 

Normal hoilin~ point of water. ......................... . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .... . ... . 

°C 
-182.970 

0.01 
]00 

°C 

"444.600 .... ... .. .. . . . 
" 419.505 

4 Aelually. a Ij',IlIlt'ralun' whn<;t' valut· i!' exactly 0 0(: 1111 UIl!"' of tilt-' !WII ."('alt, !, ha ... a "JllI(' triviallv difTt'rt' nl nw Sx IO- fi 0 (;) H l l lilt' ollwr !wall'. 
:; In ref. [II. W~ is wrill(>n as W!'n.Ii!<{T,,!<). 
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· s tant appearin g in eq (60)-(63a) are determined for a particular thermometer by measuring W at 

th e fix e d po int s li s te d in tabl e 1. W,* . whi c h appears in e q (61). is a s in gle·value d refe rence [un c ti on 

give n by th e eq uation 

I 'iH = L Ai [I n W/ (T' iH) ] i, (65) 
i = I 

with th e 20 constants A, ... A~I) defin e d num e ri c ally a nd ha'v in g 16 s ignifi cant figures each [IJ . 
Since the correction to th e hea t ca pac it y is approx im ate ly proportional to dJ1JdT [eq (53)]. we 

shall be concerned as to wh e th e r th e la tte r and it s te mpe rature d e rivative a re continuou s at ooe, 
above and be low whi c h both W( T~H) and W(T';H) are each de fin e d diffe re ntl y by the above equa· 
tion s. Among W . T~H . and T' ;H the re is only on e inde pe nde nt va ri a bl e. so we ca n writ e 

rI ( T';H - TIs) 

IfT'iH 
(66) 

lt is c lea r rfrolll eq (60) a nd (62) I th a t dWjdT~x and d 2WjdT.TH a re co ntinuous a t 0 °e, but th e s itu a tion 
[or th e (' orres J)ondin g de rivatives involving T' iH is not obv iou s. From eq (66). d/L jdT, iH a nd d2/LjdT~8 

a re continuou s a t ooe i[ and only if dWjdTIiH a nd d2WjdT,:H al so a re . 
It turn s out th at the two d e rivatives of W in vol ving T' iH as de fin ed by eq (61). (63a). and (64) a re 

not id e nti ca ll y continuou s a t 0 0c. The s tat e me nt has bee n made. howe ve r. that th ey a re continuou s 
a t 0 °C for what ma y be rega rd e d as a ty pica l th e rmom e te r havin g th e following con s t a nts [11 
(us in g as te ri s ks for thi s s pec ia l case ): 

(67) 

Thi s continuity may be readil y d e mon s tra ted. as s hown below. In cide ntall y. th e correspondin g 

fun c tion W*( TIiH) [ == W/ a t and be low 0 0C; == W* ( I ') a t a nd above O°C ] ma y a lt e rnative ly be 
rega rded as th e s ta nda rd re fe re nce fun c tion c1 e finin g l 'iH from - 182.<)62 to 630.74 0c. 

S in ce wt= 1 at T'iH = 273.1S. it was found. uSlll geq (65) a nd th e nume ri ca l va lu es of th e co n· 
s t a nts Ai, that at 0 °C 

dW* ill' · I 
- -'- = I / _ ,_.x = - = 3. Y8650632 (10 - :1) 

ilT';H dW,* A I 
and 

Simi larl y, it was found, using eq (63a), (64), and (67), that at 0 °e 

a nd 

d2 W* (I') 

drr;x 

dW*( t') 
dT IiH 

dW*( t') / dtIiH=3.98650630(IO -' 3) 
dt' dt ' 

d2W*( t ') / (dtfiX)2 _ dW*(t') (d2tliX) / (dtIiH)3=_1.2261327(1O - 6). 
dt'2 dt' dt ' dt'2 dt' 

(68) 

(69) 

(70) 

(71) 

The valu es of e q (68) and (70) diffe r by a fa c tor of 1 + 5(10- 9 ), and those of e q (69) a nd (71) by a 

factor of 1 + 2 (10 - 7 ). T hough th e pertinent magnitudes are such that at 0 °C the frac tional dis· 

continuity in d/LjdT,iH is many times as great as t hat in dWjdT,iH, these discrepancies are too 
s ma ll to be of any prac ti cal s ignifi can ce and are very like ly to be so for all res is tance the rmometers 

mee ting th e s tandards im posed by the IPTS- 68. 
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For a given resistance thermometer, a has the same value in eq (60), (62), (63), and (63a), 
because it depends only on the resistances at 0 and 100°C, which designate the same 4 (see foot· 
note 4) respective temperatures on the IPTS-48 and the IPTS-6R However, 04H ~ OI;S, because 
of the difference in the two values of temperature for the zinc (or sulfur) point (table 1). At the 
zinc point tH=419.505 and t'=toH=419.58. Substituting these values and that of O:H from eq 
(67) into eq (62) and (63a) and equating the two expressions for W give 

(72) 

Since W also is a continuous function of temperature, Wand its derivatives may replace H 
and it s derivatives in eq (13) to give an equation from which J.L(tos) may be derived, 

(73) 

In rhs of eq (73) all terms except the first may with sufficient accuracy be neglected (the ratio of the 
second term to the first does not exceed 0.00004 between -182.962 and 630:74 °C), giving 

dW ' 
J.L"= (W'-W")/(-) 

dt4H 
(74) 

U s ing for W the standard reference function defined by eq (60)-(65) with the parameter values of 
eq (67) and (72), we shall derive from eq (74) numerical functions for J.L(toH), in this section for the 
range t,;s = - 182.962 to 0 °C and in the next secti on for the range toH = 0 to 630.74 0c. 

Since eq (74) expresses J.L at temperature 2, for temperatures at or below 0 °C W' and (dW/dt48)' 
are found from eq (60), (67), and (72), then replacing t~H by t~H by eq (1)-(3), and W" from eq (61) and 
(67). [The value of f3 is found from eq (60) applied at the oxygen boiling point, where W has the value 
of wt at TIiH=90.188 K and where t4H=-182.970 (table 1).] The final equation is 

250.97 [l + 3.9845170 (10 - 3)tl;s - 5.855019(10- 7 ) tfox + 4.35717 (10 - 12 ) (100 - tliH) t~s - W,*) 

1-2.9389(10- 4)toH+4.3741 (l0-9) (75 - toH)t~s 

[t6H=-182.962 to O°C). (75) 

3.2. 273 .15 to 903.89 K (0 to 630.74 0c) 

For temperatures at and above 0 °C, eq (74) is applied simi larly as was done in section 3.1 for 
the lower temperature range. W' and (dW/dt4H)' are found from eq (62), replacing t~H by tgg, and 
W" from eq (63a). For replacinl! t' in eq (63a) in terms of tliS, eq (64) may be written 

(76) 
where 

( t' ) ( t' ) ( t' 
cp(t') == 0.045 100 100 -1 419.58 (77) 

Expanding cp(t') to two terms about cp(t,;s) and then replacing cp(t') from eq (76) gives 

(78) 

(The magnitude of dcp(t';H)/dt6H never exceeds about 0.001.) Neglecting a term [in CP(tl;H)) whose 
magnitude never exceeds approximately 0.00002 °C, the result is 
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(79) 

Subs tituting the values of 068 and 0-1 8 for the refe re nce fun ction [eq (67) and (72)] gives the fin al 
num erical equation, 

(80) 

wh ere <,O( tfiH) is given by eq (77) on re placin g t' by tfiH. Diffe re ntiation of eq (80) gives 

dJ-t - 4.90400- 5 ) [1 - 0.02tfiH + 2.939 (10 - 6 ) t~H ] d<,O (tfiH) 
dt6H = [1- 2.939(10 - 4)tfi HJ2 + dtfiH 

3.3. 903.89 to 1,337.58 K (630.74 to 1,064.43 0c) 

T e m oerature in thi s ra nge is meas ured by a pla tinum·versus·rhodium -pl atinum the rmocouple 
of suit abl e spec ifica tions, the te mpera ture bein g defin ed on the IPTS-48 [4] by 

E= a' + b't-lH+C 't ~H' (82) 

a nd on the IPTS-68 [1] by 

(83) 

in th ese equations E is th e e lec tromotive fOI'Cf' flf th e th e rmocouple, a nd th e s ix con stants a' .. C 

are evalu a ted by calibra tion a t th e three fixed point s li sted in table 2. The IPTS- 68 specifies that 
E sha ll have the respective valu es li s ted in the last co lumn of table 2, within s pec ifi ed tolera nces. 
We ma y regard these nomina l values as de finin g for e ach of the two scales a "stand ard " e mf· 
tempe ra ture fun c tion to whic h the e mf of a given the rmocouple may be correcte d through its 

calibra tion. 
The right -hand sides of eq (82) and (83) may be e quated , the n t .IH re placed by ( t fiH- J-t ) [eq 

0 ), (2), and (6)]. Th e result on so lving for J-t may be writt e n 

b'+2c 'tfiH - C'J-t 
(84) 

The te rm- c' J-t in the de nominator is virtu all y negligible, but J-t in thi s te rm may be rep laced by 
-1.616 + O. 002864tfiH ' which fit s the three values of table 2 within 0.01 0c. Aft e r usin g the values 

T A BLE 2 . Fixed points used Jar calibrat ion oj Pt /Pt - 10% Rh thermocouples using eq (82) and (83) 

De fin ed te mpe rature 
Fi xed point 

IPTS-48 [4] IPTS-68 [II 

C alibra ted Pt re s is ta n(,e th er mom ete r .. . ..... . 

Calibrate d Pt res is ta n(,e the rmom e te r ...... .. .. . . 

:"Jorm a l freez ill :! point of s il ve r. . ... 

Norma l freez in ~ point of ~old ....... . . . .. '" .... . . ... , . . ... . , . . . . . 
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630. 74 
961.93 

1064.43 
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5534 
9]1 7 
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of te mpe rature and elec tromotive force listed in table 2 to solve eq (82) and (83) for the six cons tants 
a' . .. c, their substitution into eq (84) gives the numerical equation 

- 1.3145 + 1.5016 (10- 3 ) t';H + 1.5625 (l0- 6) t'~H 
J.1.= 1 + 4.101 (10 -4)t6x 

[t6H=630.74 to 1064.43 °C ] (85) 

Diffe renti a tion of eq (85) gives 

dJ.1. 2.0407(10- 3 ) [1 + 1.53135(l0- 3)t6H+ 3.1400(l0- 7) t'~H.] 
dtfix [1 +4.101(10- 4)t'iH ] 2 

[t6H= 630.74 to 1064.43 0c] (86) 

3.4. 1,337.58 K (1,064.43 0c) to 10,000 K 

Above th e freezin g point of gold both the IPTS- 48 and the IPTS-68 defin e the te mperature 

by the Planck Radia tion Law , accordin g to whic h , a t wave length A and in the range elA , the ratio 
of the s pec tral inte nsity at the absolute the rmod yna mic te mperature T to tha t at the absolute the mo· 
dynamic temperature of freezing gol<i , T(Au), is 

(87) 

whe re c~ is the so·call ed second radiation co nstant. The definition of T~ H is obtained by making 
the repl aceme nts T= T~H, C2 = 1.438 cm kelvin , and T (Au)= 1336.15 K in (87) [4] , and th e defini· 
tion uf Tlix by th e s ubs titutiun s T = T,;H , c~= 1.4388 e m ke lvin . and T(Au) = 1337.58 K [11. These 
function s for th e two sc ales may, of course, be equated ; when the equation is solved for T~H and 
thi s the n subtrac ted from T'iH, it gives T6X - T~H' or J.1. (T'iX) , exactl y. A simpler numeri cal equation 
result s by expanding some of the expon e ntials and droppin g negli gible te rm s; whe n the re prese nta' 
tive wavele ngth of opti cal pyrometers A= 6 .5(10- 5 ) cm is s ubstituted , the res ult is 

J.1. = 5.56 (10- 4) T'iH + 3.84 (10- 7) (1 - e - 22 135/T68) T,~x 

[T';H= 1,337. 58 to 10,000] (88) 

Up to 10,000 K eq (88) is in se nsitive to wavele ngth , and the error in J.1. does not excee d about 0.1 
kelvin. 

Differenti ation of eq (88) gives 

d~ = 5.56 (10- 4 ) + 7.68 (10- 7) T';H - [8.5 (10- :3) + 7.68 (10- 7) T'iH ] e - 22 135/ T6H 
1 HH 

[T'iH= 1,337.58 to 10,000] (89) 

3.5. Discontinuities in the Temperature Derivativ-es of t liH - t~H at 630.74 and 1,064.43 °C 

T hough bo th the IPTS-48 a nd the IPTS- 68 trea t t he " res is tance the rmome ter" te m perature 

range differe ntl y be low a nd above 0 °C, the two scales are hi ghl y con tinuous at thi s te mperature 
and no di scontinuity in t' iH - t~ H (= 11- ) and it s fi rs t two te mperature derivatives exists, as de mon
s trat ed in sectiun 3.1. This is not true wh ere the " thermometer" and " thermocouple" ran ges 
join (630.74 °e), nor where th e " th ermocouple" and " pyrometer" ranges join (l,064.43 0q. Though 
J.1. is continu ous at these two te mperatures, dJ.1./dt' iX is not, the di scontinuit y hav ing a magnitude 
of about 0.001 in both cases. 
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TABLE 3. CO lllparison oj the difference ill the value oj temperatllre , and its temperature derivative, [!i ven by the IPTS oj 
1<JIiB (lnd th e IIJ TS of 1<J48 ( (I ) (IS the II vo sC(ll es (Ire de/illed (llld (h) '" s/ll oothed ill the re[!iolls oldiscolltinuit .\'. 

1',;"- 1'" (ke lvin s) 
1',;" (K) 

As defin ed Smooth ed 

840 
850 
860 
870 
880 

890 
\100 

903.89 

910 
920 

940 
960 
980 

... . ...... . . . 

1260 
1280 
B OO 
1320 

1337.58 

1350 
1375 
1400 

" Eq (HO I. 

/. Eq IHS,-

" + 0. 11 3 .... . , .... .. " .. 

.123 d+ 0.123 

.134 .1 35 

.146 .150 

.150 .166 

.1 76 .185 
" .194 .205 

". h .202 .214 

h .2 18 .227 
.245 .251 

.300 .301 

.354 ,I .354 
h .409 .. .. .. .. . .. . ..... 

.. .. . .... ...... . .. .. ... . .. . .. . .. . 

h 1. 202 " .. , ... .. ...... 

1.261 
1.3 19 

h 1.378 

h . (' 1.430 

,. 1.45 

1.49 
( 1. 53 ....... 

" ~: q IHHI. 
. ,/ Eq (YO )' 

(' 1.261 

1.316 
1.368 

1.410 

1.44 
(' 1.49 

d(1',;" - 1' ,, )l d1',;, 

As defined 

' + 0.0009 
.0010 
.001 2 
.0013 
.001 5 

.001 7 

.0019 

{' .0020} 
" .002 7 

.0027 

.0027 

.0027 

.0027 
" .0027 

. .. ... . . .. ... ..... . 

" .0029 
.0029 
.0029 
.0029 

r-003O
} h .0016 

.001 6 

.001 6 
h .001 6 

• Eq (Yl l. 

f ~: q (HI I. 

S muoth ed 

. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
d+ O.001l 

.0013 

.00.16 

.00]8 

.0020 

.0021 

.0022 

.0023 

.0024 

.0026 

" .0027 
.. . . .. ..... . ... 

. .... . . . . ...... .. ... 

....... . . ...... .. .. 
(' .0029 

.0027 

.0025 

.0023 

.0022 
.. . 0019 

............ 

'I Eq rH6 L 

" Eq IWh 

... . .. 

Though these di scontinuities re fl ec t small corresponding discontinuities at these two te m
peratures in the IPTS- 48 or th e IPTS- 68 or both, it is not the purpose here to discuss thi s ques tion . 
The principal additional discontinuity introduced whe n calorimetric thermodyn a mic prope rti es 
are converted from the basis of one te mperature scale to that of the other is whe n the he at capacit y
temperature function has been smoothed prior to thi s conversion : the conve rsion will introduce 
an approximately 0_1 pe rcent discontinuity. Su c h an e ffe r:: t is virtually within the pre cision of the 
bes t present-day calorime try at tempe ratures as high as 631 °C, but it may be desirable to avoid 
it in the syste matic conve rsion of many existing tables. 

An obviou s s impl e expedie nt is to replace th e fun ctions fL(t,iH), over a temperature range 
e xt e nding below and above e ac h temperature of discontinuity , by a function which provides 
continuity with the pertine nt original functions in both fL and dfL/dt'iH at the ends of the modified 
range. That the ext e nt of such a modified range is normally an arbitrary decis ion is evident from 
con s ideration of th e ide alize d simple case (sometimes approximated in reality) in whi ch the heat 
capac ity s hows a di scontinuity at on e temperature but otherwise no change with te mpe rature: 
How should on e join th e two disconnected segments smoothly? However, whe n th e effec t is as 
small as in the present ca se, this question can hardly be important. 

The procedure outlined above was followed to derive s impl e polynomial "smooth " e quations 
for the tempe ra ture ranges 570 to 690 °C and 1000 to 1120 0c. Th ese equations are as follow s. 
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p.- = 0.1162 + 9.15300- 4 ) (toH - 570) + 1.3328( 10-5 ) (t/;H - 570)2 

(90) 

(91) 

These two equations and the ir first de rivatives are co mpared in tabie 3 with the equations which 
it is proposed they disp lace in the temperature ranges indicated above when conve rting values 
tha t were previous ly smoothed with res pect to temperature on the IPTS-48. When no s uc h smooth· 
ing was done, eq (90) and (91) should not be used. 

3.6 . Tabulated Values of (T/;H - T-lH) and d(T{;H - T-lH)/dToH at Round Temperatures of ToH From 90 to 
10,000 K 

Va lues of T/;H- T-lH(= IL ) and d(T1;H-T-lH)/dT1;H ~=dp.-/dtl;H), computed from the equations 
derived in sections 3.1-3.4 [p.- from eq (75), (80), (85), and (88); dp.-/dt68 from eq (81). (86), and 
(89)] , are tabulated at round temperatures (ToH ) in table 4. Below 0 °e, d(ToH - T4H )/dT/;H was take n 
by averaging successive pairs of differences of values of ToH - T4H tabulated at intervals of 1 kelvin. 
Double e ntries are included for those temperatures for wh ich the equation s for the adjacent tern· 
perature ranges give different values (see discussion in sec. 3.5). 

A simi lar table of ToH - T4H covering the range -180 to 4000 °C has been published [1]. The 
two tables agree exactly, to the number of significant figures given in each. 

T A BLE 4. Approximate difference in the value oj temperature, and its temperature derivative, given by the International 
Practical Temperature Scales oj 1968 and 1948 

( fh t' unit nf It'mpt>r<llllre is the kt'lvin . For hllth sca les . T(K) = t(o<: ) +273. 15.) 

TtiM T,;,- T." d (T,; , - T~,)ldT", T,;, T", - T." tI(T", - T~,)ldT,;, T,;, T",- T~H deft;, - T") ldT,, , 

<)0 + 0.0076 + 0.0022 128 - 0.0135 0.00000 220 +0.0299 -0.00038 

90.188 .0080 .0021 130 - .01 34 + .00015 225 .0278 - .00045 

91 .0095 .0017 132 -.0129 .00028 230 .0254 - .00051 

92 .0110 .0013 134 - .0122 .00041 235 .0227 - .00056 

93 .0121 .0008 136 - .011 3 .00052 240 .0198 - .00059 

94 .0127 .0005 138 - .0102 .00062 245 .0168 - .00061 

95 .0130 .0002 140 - .0088 .00071 250 .0137 - .00062 

96 .0130 - .0001 142 - .0073 .00079 255 .0105 - .00062 

97 .01 28 - .0004 144 - .0057 .00086 260 .0074 -.00061 

98 .0123 - .0006 146 - .0039 .00092 265 .0044 - .00058 

99 .0116 - .0008 148 - .0020 .00096 270 .0016 - .00054 

100 .0108 - .00089 150 .0000 .00100 273.15 .0000 - .00050 

102 .0088 - .00112 155 + .0050 .00103 275 - .0009 - .00047 

104 .0064 - .00124 160 .0102 .00102 280 -.0031 - .00041 

106 .0038 - .00130 165 .0152 .00096 285 - .0050 - .00035 

108 .00 12 - .00130 170 .0197 .00087 290 - .0066 - .00029 

110 - .0013 - .00125 175 .0238 .00075 295 - .0079 - .00023 

112 - .0038 - .00116 180 .0272 .00061 298.15 -.0085 - .00020 

114 - .0060 - .00106 185 .0299 .00047 300 - .0089 - .00018 

116 - .0080 - .00092 190 .03 18 .00032 305 - .0096 - .00013 

118 - .0097 - .00078 195 .0331 .00017 310 - .0101 - .00008 

120 -.011t - .00063 200 .0336 .00005 315 - .0104 - .00003 

122 -.0122 - .00046 205 .0335 - .00009 320 - .0105 + .00001 

124 -.01 29 - .00030 210 .0328 - .00020 325 - .01 03 .00006 

126 -.0134 - .0001 5 215 .0316 - .00029 330 - .0099 .00009 
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TABLE 4 . Approximate difference in the value of temperature, and its temperature derivative, given by the International 

Practical Temperature Scales of 1968 and 1948 - Continued 
(The un it of temperature is the ke lvin . For both scales. T(K) =tCC)+ 273.15.) 

T68 T68- T48 d(T68 - T48)/dT68 T6B T68- T48 d(T68 - T48 ) /dT68 T68 T68-T48 d(T68 - T48 )/dT68 

335 -0.0093 +0.00013 700 + 0.075 0.0000 1320 + 1.378 +0.0029 

340 -:0086 .00016 710 .074 .0000 r .0030 
345 -.0077 .00020 720 .074 .0000 

1337.58 1.430 
c .0016 

350 -.0066 .00023 730 .074 .0000 1350 1.45 .0016 

355 -.0054 .00026 740 .075 + .0001 1375 1.49 .0016 

360 - .0041 .00028 750 .076 .0001 1400 1.53 .0016 

365 - .0026 .00030 760 .077 .0001 1425 1.57 .0017 

370 - .0010 .00033 770 .079 .0002 1450 1.61 .0017 

373.15 .0000 .00034 780 .081 .0003 1475 1.66 .0017 

37S +.0006 .00035 790 .084 .0003 1500 1.70 .0017 

380 .0024 .00036 800 .088 .0004 1525 1.74 .0017 

385 .0043 .00038 810 .093 .0005 1550 1.78 .0017 

390 .0062 .00039 820 .098 .0006 1575 1.83 .0018 

395 .0082 .00041 830 .105 .0007 1600 1.87 .0018 

400 .0103 .00042 840 .113 .0009 1625 1.92 .0018 
I 

410 .0146 .00044 850 .123 .0010 1650 1.96 .0018 

420 .0190 .00045 860 .134 .0012 1675 2.01 .0018 

430 .0235 .00045 870 .146 .0013 1700 2.05 .0019 

440 .0280 .00045 880 .160 .0015 1725 2.10 .0019 

450 .0325 .00045 890 .176 .0017 1750 2.15 .0019 

460 .0369 .00044 900 .194 .0019 1775 2.20 .0019 

470 .0413 .00043 r .0020 1800 2.24 .0019 

480 .0454 .00041 
903.89 .202 

b .0027 1825 2.29 .0020 

490 .0494 .00039 910 .218 .0027 1850 2.34 .0020 

500 .0532 .00037 920 .245 .0027 1875 2.39 .0020 

510 .057 .0003 940 .300 .0027 1900 2.44 .0020 

520 .060 .0003 960 .354 .0027 1925 2.49 .0020 

530 .063 .0003 980 .409 .0027 1950 2.54 .0021 

540 .066 .0003 1000 .464 .0028 1975 2.60 .0021 

550 .068 .0002 1020 .519 .0028 2000 2.65 .0021 

560 .070 .0002 1040 .575 .0028 2050 2.75 .0021 

570 .072 .0002 1060 .631 .0028 2100 2.86 .0022 

580 .074 .0001 1080 .687 .0028 2150 2.97 .0022 

590 .075 .0001 llOO .743 .0028 2200 3.08 .0022 

600 .076 .0001 1120 .800 .0028 2250 3.19 .0023 

610 .076 .0001 1140 .857 .0028 2300 3.31 .0023 

"620 .077 .0000 1160 .914 .0029 2350 3.43 .0024 

630 .077 .0000 1180 .971 .0029 2400 3.55 .0024 

640 .077 .0000 1200 1.029 .0029 2450 3.67 .0024 

650 .077 .0000 1220 1.086 .0029 2500 3.79 .0025 

660 .076 .0000 1235.08 1.130 .0029 2600 4.0 .003 

670 .076 .0000 1240 1.144 .0029 2700 4.3 .003 

680 .076 .0000 1260 1.202 .0029 2800 4.6 .003 

690 .075 .0000 1280 1.261 .0029 2900 4.8 .003 

692.73 .075 .0000 1300 1.319 .0029 3000 5. 1 .003 

::'ee toolHotes at e nd of table p. 470. 
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TABLE 4. Approximate difference in the value of temperature , and its temperature derivative , given by the International 
Practical Temperature Scales of 1968 and 1948-Continued 

T68 

3100 
3200 
3300 
3400 
3500 

3600 
3700 
3800 
3900 
4000 

' Eq (81), 
b Eq (86), 

' Eq (89), 

T68- T48 

+5.4 
5.7 
6.0 
6.3 
6.6 

7.0 
7.3 
7.6 
8 .0 
8.3 

(The unit of temperature is the kelvin. For both scales, T(K) = t (OC) +273. 15.} 

d(TG8 - T48)/dT68 T68 T68 - T48 d(T68 - T48)/dT68 T68 

+0.003 4100 + 8.7 +0.004 5500 
.003 4200 9.1 .004 6000 
.003 4300 9.4 .004 6500 
.003 4400 9.8 .004 7000 
.003 4500 10.2 .004 7500 

:003 4600 10.6 . 004 8000 
.003 4700 11.0 .004 , 8500 
.004 4800 11.4 .004 9000 
,004 4900 ll,8 . 004 9500 
.004 5000 12.3 .004 10,000 

T68 - T48 d(T68 - T48 )/dT68 

+ 14. +0.005 
17. .005 
19. .005 
22. .005 
25. .006 

27 . .006 
30, ,006 
33. .006 
37 . .006 
40, .006 

John L. Riddle read the entire manuscript and made several helpful suggestions. 
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